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I NVESTMENT U PDATE
The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta recently published
a study that sheds light on a topic that has been weighing on the minds of nervous bond investors lately: inflation. The Atlanta Fed’s Working Paper 2004-7, Examining Contributions to Core Consumer Inflation Measures takes a hard look at both of the most commonlyused measures of consumer inflation, the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ consumer price index (CPI) and the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ personal consumption expenditures price index (PCEPI).
The paper examines the components of US inflation in
an effort to determine which factors drive long-term
rates of inflation and how changes in the inflation rate
can be caused, at least in the short run, by just a few
components. The ultimate purpose is to both explain
the recent past behavior of inflation and to make some
projections of the long-term future rate of inflation. The
Atlanta Fed focuses (as do most studies of inflation) on
“core” measures of consumer price movements, excluding the food and energy components of inflation, as they
are highly volatile and can obscure the true underlying
rate.

up the difference. It follows, therefore, that core service
inflation must be the major contributor to overall core
inflation. The Atlanta Fed discovered, by looking at the
components of core services, that the decrease in inflation from 1999-2003 was due in large measure to a decline in the price of rent over this period; most of the
other components of core services were relatively stable
during this time.
Meanwhile, from 2001 to 2003 the smaller core goods
components moved into the deflation zone after a long
period of relative stability. In reviewing the historical
data, the Atlanta Fed discovered that much of this decrease was due to a steep drop in the price of transportation goods, primarily falling prices for used vehicles.
These two components, used vehicles and rent, are both
relatively large; when they fell they had a measurable
impact on the overall level of core US inflation. To be
exact, from November 2001 to December 2003, these
two components together contributed 1.1% of the 1.6%
total decline experienced by the core CPI.
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In terms of the “bigger picture,” the authors note the
As most investors know, the US economy is dominated
relative stability in both the composition and the pricing
by the service sector, which currently represents apof services inflation over the recent period, and contrast
proximately 70% of US GDP; the goods sector makes
this with the significant changes in the composition of
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the goods components. They conclude that because of
its stability, services price inflation should continue to
have a dampening effect on core inflation in the years
ahead. The volatile and shifting components of goods
inflation, the authors conclude, are still in a long-term
decline, noting that “significant changes in market structure, trade patterns, productivity growth, and price measurement…suggest continued downward pressure on
goods prices going forward.” Their conclusion? “With
stable core services inflation and stable core goods deflation, we expect that overall core inflation will remain
low.”
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higher, and the market has already begun the process of
pushing up rates all along the yield curve in anticipation. Having successfully spurred the economy into a
faster pace of growth, the Fed will raise rates to keep
the economy from overheating, but in so doing will
also push inflation into a higher trajectory by taking
away the low-cost financing that has depressed rent and
used vehicle prices.

This is occurring at the same time that commodity
prices, especially energy prices, are skyrocketing. At
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eventually driving rents lower (see the chart on this
page). Likewise, lower rates make the financing of new
As the Atlanta Fed pointed out, there are plenty of faccars more affordable; the prices of used vehicles have to
tors in place in the global economy that should confall in order to remain competitive with cheap new cars.
tinue to keep the overall inflation rate subdued, including excess manufacturing capacity, slack labor markets,
Most of us are used to thinking in terms of economic
and high productivity. But unless this expansion is
activity having an impact on inflation, but here is a study
unlike those in previous cycles, we expect that these
undertaken by the Federal Reserve that connects the
factors, which have acted as a deflationary tailwind,
Fed’s own actions (stimulative monetary policy and an
will fade as the economy picks up momentum. Comextremely low Fed funds rate) directly to consumer price
panies will need to hire more workers, those workers
inflation (or in this case, deflation). We are left to wonwill begin to demand higher compensation, production
der why the authors of this study fail to take the next
costs will go up, and the providers of goods and serstep and point out that the Fed itself helped to create the
vices, if they can, will raise prices.
deflation scare of 2001-early 2003 by pushing rates to
45-year lows and depressing the market for interest-rate
The most recent CPI data was a harbinger of what may
sensitive items such as used cars and rents.
come: core CPI in April rose by 1.8% year-over-year,
up from a 1.1% rate just three months earlier. That’s a
It now seems clear that the Fed, who less than a year ago
trend that is sure to make both the Fed and investors
was still wringing its hands over the possibility of the
uncomfortable.
US slipping into a Japanese deflationary spiral, is in the
process of changing to a neutral (and eventually a restrictive) monetary policy. The funds rate is headed
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